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Chapter 4081: Blackmail 

 

Jian Wushuang did have two kinds of venom in his hand. 

One was the 12 drops he had gotten from Nine Whiskers. Although he had used one drop and sold 

another nine drops, he had already refined the remaining two drops and fused them into the Wuqi 

Divine Sword. 

This was the poison he had used to deal with the Blood Thunder General. Although this poison was 

personally refined by a poison Ruler of an Ultimate Ruler, it was extremely powerful and could easily kill 

a fifth-level Ruler, however, if it was used to deal with an Ultimate Ruler, some of the weaker Ultimate 

Rulers might fall. However, as long as they were slightly stronger, they could still forcefully block it. 

The Blood Thunder General survived the attack of the venom. 

However, this was also because Jian Wushuang did not kill him directly. If he wanted to kill him, he 

would use the second venom, which was the pitch-black venom in his hand. 

This venom was worth 5,000 universe origin stones per drop. Among the Ultimate Rulers, unless they 

had comprehended the universe principles and were extremely powerful, they would be killed by the 

corrosion of this venom, they would almost certainly die. 

If Jian Wushuang had used this poison just now, it was absolutely impossible for the Blood Thunder 

General Ruler to survive. 

Not to mention the Blood Thunder General Ruler, even the Thunder God Palace Master might die if he 

was accidentally corroded by this poison. 

Therefore, the moment Jian Wushuang took out this pitch-black poison, the Thunder God Palace 

Master, the First Elder of the Thunder God Palace, and the heavily injured Blood Thunder General Ruler 

were all shocked. 

“That, that is…” Thunder God Palace Master looked at Jian Wushuang’s venom in horror, his heart still 

surging. 

The First Elder of Thunder God Palace and the Blood Thunder General were even more terrified. 

“This venom is definitely several times or even nearly ten times stronger than the one that just corroded 

me. That drop of venom almost killed me. If he attacks me with this venom, I will definitely die!” Blood 

Thunder General said in shock. 

“This kid is only a third-level Ruler. How could he control such a terrifying venom?” The voice of the First 

Elder of Thunder God Palace also trembled. 

At this moment, the three Ultimate Rulers of Thunder God Palace stood together and faced only Jian 

Wushuang. 



However, the three of them looked at Jian Wushuang with fear, even the powerful Thunder God Palace 

Master. 

They were not afraid of Jian Wushuang himself, but the drop of venom in his hand. 

Even the Thunder God Palace Master was terrified by the venom. 

“Thunder God Palace Master, do you want me to continue?” Jian Wushuang asked with a smile. 

The drop of pitch-black venom was in his palm, and she looked at the three Palace Masters of Thunder 

God Palace with a playful look. 

Blackmail! 

This was a blatant blackmail! 

But even though they knew that this was a blackmail, the three Omega Rulers of the Thunder God 

Palace had no choice but to take it seriously. 

“Blood Thunder, what exactly happened to that sword just now? If that sword came at you again, would 

you be able to block it?” The Thunder God Palace Lord said softly. 

“I wouldn’t be able to block it. I have no confidence at all.” The Blood Thunder general shook his head. 

“His sword just now was not very powerful, but the key point is that it was too fast. It was so fast that it 

was beyond my ability to withstand. Such a sword combined with the terrifying venom was definitely 

the most terrifying attack. Not to mention me, even ordinary Ultimate Rulers would not be able to block 

his sword.” 

Blood Thunder General knew very well how incredible the speed of Jian Wushuang’s sword was. 

“If Blood Thunder can’t block it, then I’m afraid I can’t block it either,” the First Elder of Thunder God 

Palace said. 

They had to admit that Jian Wushuang’s sword and the special venom posed a great threat to them. 

In fact, Jian Wushuang’s performance in the actual battle was originally developed by him after he had 

obtained the special venom and was able to completely control it. 

“The sword technique is called ‘Netherworld Mo Wen’!” 

The power of his swordsmanship was very ordinary, but the speed of his swordsmanship was definitely 

the fastest sword technique that Jian Wushuang could perform. 

It was the fastest sword technique that he could perform by perfectly combining his comprehension of 

the principles of the universe with his sword principle. 

He did not create this sword technique to heavily injure his opponent by relying on the power of his 

swordsmanship. He just wanted to make it too late for his Wuqi Divine Sword to touch his opponent’s 

divine body. 



As long as the Wuqi Divine Sword could touch his opponent’s divine body, the venom contained in the 

divine sword could be immediately activated, just like how it was used against the Blood Thunder 

General. 

Neither the Blood Thunder General nor the Thunder God Palace grand elder could withstand Jian 

Wushuang’s sword. Naturally, as long as Jian Wushuang used the pitch-black venom, he could easily kill 

them both. 

This made the Palace Master nervous. 

After all, although the Thunder God Palace had been established in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy for many 

years and had a deep foundation, there were only three Ultimate Rulers. 

These three Ultimate Rulers were not like the ordinary Rulers who were suppressed by Jian Wushuang. 

Even if all the suppressed Rulers died, they were nothing to the Thunder God Palace. 

However, if any of the Ultimate Rulers died, it would be a huge loss to the Thunder God Palace. 

If two of them died at the same time, it would definitely be a heavy blow to the Thunder God Palace. It 

would even affect the Thunder God Palace’s position as the overlord of the Nine Luminaries Galaxy. 

“Blood Thunder, First Elder, you two, quickly retreat back to the palace. There is a magic array in the 

palace. He can’t attack you,” the Thunder God Palace Master whispered. 

“Yes.” 

Both First Elder and General Ruler Blood Thunder nodded slightly, and then they retreated to the back 

of the palace. 

Jian Wushuang naturally noticed their actions and immediately smiled. “Thunder God Palace Master, 

you want them to hide in the palace, so I can’t do anything to them, right?” 

Thunder God Palace Master did not speak, but just looked at Jian Wushuang coldly. 

“Haha, do you think this will work? “Even if I can’t kill them, you can’t kill me either. You can’t even do 

anything to me. From today onwards, I will be guarding outside the nest of your Thunder God Palace. If 

any of your experts dare to come out, I will kill them. I will make sure that none of your experts dare to 

leave the nest for a long time,” Jian Wushuang said with a cold smile. 

Upon hearing Jian Wushuang’s words, the face of the Palace of thunder god finally turned completely 
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That was right, Thunder God Palace Master was not afraid of Jian Wushuang at all. 

Even if Jian Wushuang’s ‘Underworld Mo Wen’ was incredibly fast, Thunder God Palace Master could 

still withstand it in time with his strength. No matter how terrifying the poison in Jian Wushuang’s hand 

was, it was still very difficult for it to pose a big threat to Thunder God Palace Master. 

And because of the protection of the palace formation, Jian Wushuang could not fight his way in. 



However — 

If Jian Wushuang did not fight his way in, the experts of Thunder God Palace could not stay in Thunder 

God Palace and not leave, right? 

Although there were some space passages in Thunder God Palace that allowed them to leave secretly, it 

was a great humiliation for Thunder God Palace to be blocked in front of the nest and not be able to do 

anything about it. 

If word got out, the palace would definitely become a joke in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy. 

The position of the palace as the absolute overlord in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy would definitely be 

shaken. The other three overlords would also take the opportunity to attack the palace. 

This was something that the Palace Master did not want to see. 

Taking a deep breath, the Palace Master looked at Jian Wushuang again and waved his hand. A strange 

power spread out and covered the surrounding void, blocking the surrounding space-time. 

Seeing this, Jian Wushuang smiled. 

Since Thunder God Palace Master blocked the surrounding space and time, he naturally intended to talk 

to him. 

“Thunder God Palace Master, are you finally not so overbearing that you want to kill me directly?” Jian 

Wushuang looked at Thunder God Palace Master with interest. 

“Humph!” Thunder God Palace Master just snorted and did not speak. 

Because of the time-space barrier, the experts in the palace could not hear their conversation. 

“Tell me, what do you want?” Thunder God Palace Master stared at Jian Wushuang. 

“The First Elder should have told you my purpose. I want to know where Xuan Yi, who was put on the 

bounty by your palace more than 100,000 years ago, is.” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“He’s dead,” Thunder God Palace Master said directly. 

“Dead?” Jian Wushuang frowned, but his eyes turned cold. “How did he die?” 

“Of course he was killed by my Thunder God Palace. He killed the number one genius of my Thunder 

God Palace. Naturally, he will die,” Thunder God Palace Master said in a low voice. 

“Killed by your Thunder God Palace?” Jian Wushuang smiled with a hint of mockery. “Thunder God 

Palace Master, you’d better not deceive yourself. Although I don’t know if he’s really dead, I’m sure that 

your Thunder God Palace doesn’t have the ability to kill him.” 

Jian Wushuang was very confident that the Thunder God Palace could not kill Xuan Yi. 

To be exact, he was confident in Xuan Yi. 

His Ruler Xuan Yi was too mysterious and his methods were too incredible. If it were not for some 

special reasons, even if he was just an ordinary Ruler, he could not be killed by an ordinary person. 



Although the Thunder God Palace was the overlord force of the Nine Luminaries Galaxy and had many 

experts under its command, including three Ultimate Rulers, Jian Wushuang really did not think that the 

Thunder God Palace could kill Xuan Yi. 

Even in the Divine Beginning Realm, his Ruler Xuan Yi was only a principle Ruler. But if he was not 

burdened by the Divine Beginning Realm and was restricted everywhere, he would not have been able 

to completely let go, even Devil Cloud Ruler would not have been able to do anything to him. 

Jian Wushuang’s words made Thunder God Palace Master silent for a while, but he soon raised his head 

again, he said, “Yes, Xuan Yi is very good. No matter if it’s his life-saving ability or his concealing ability, it 

seems that ordinary Rulers are not able to have them. Our Thunder God Palace had paid a great price 

before, but we were unable to kill him. It was very difficult to even find his tracks. Even after offering 

such a big reward, we were still unable to kill him.” 

“If he keeps hiding like this, I’m afraid that in millions or tens of millions of years, the Thunder God 

Palace won’t be able to do anything to him. However, if he chooses to hide and instead comes to the 

Thunder God Palace to beg for death, then it will be very easy for the Thunder God Palace to kill him.” 

“Beg for death?” Jian Wushuang was stunned. 

Would his Ruler Xuan Yi come to the Thunder God Palace to beg for death? 

“Thunder God Palace Master, how dare you lie to me?” Jian Wushuang stared at Thunder God Palace 

Master. 

“Humph, do you think I would lie to you in this situation? If you don’t believe me, I can swear an oath to 

the universe origin.” Thunder God Palace Master snorted. 

Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes slightly. 

Thunder God Palace Master dared to swear an oath to the universe origin, so he was not lying to him. 

Did his Ruler Xuan Yi really come to Thunder God Palace to beg for death? 

“Why did he do that?” Jian Wushuang asked again. 

“I don’t know the details, but when he came to beg for death, he made a condition,” Thunder God 

Palace Master said. 

“What condition?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“There was a woman by his side, named Eighth. She was born as a slave and her hometown was in a 

second-class Star World under the command of Thunder God Palace. He asked us to send her back to 

her hometown. As long as she is in the second-class Star World, we have to do our best to take care of 

her and not let her get hurt,” Thunder God Palace Master said. 

“That’s it?” Jian Wushuang was stunned. 

“That’s it. As for the rest, my Thunder God Palace knows nothing about it,” Thunder God Palace Master 

said. 

Jian Wushuang’s frown deepened. 



He had read the information before and knew that his Ruler, Xuan Yi, had killed the number one genius 

of the Thunder God Palace, Lei Yi, because of a woman named Eighth. 

But now, his Ruler Xuan Yi had come to the Thunder God Palace to seek death for Eighth? 

What was going on? 

Jian Wushuang could not figure it out. 

“Who killed him in the Thunder God Palace?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Xuan Yi killed my personal disciple. Naturally, I killed him myself.” Thunder God Palace Master’s voice 

was cold, “But when I killed him, I felt a little strange. He was too calm and composed, as if his life and 

death were of no importance. This made me wonder if he was just a doppelganger, but his original body 

was somewhere else.” 

“But when I killed him, I also checked carefully, but I couldn’t find any traces of his doppelganger.” 

When Thunder God Palace Master said this, there was a trace of doubt in his eyes. 

But when he heard this, Jian Wushuang smiled. 

Doppelganger? 

Undoubtedly, the one killed by Thunder God Palace Master was not Xuan Yi’s original body. 

Or it could be said that Xuan Yi, who had been living in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy, was not his original 

body. 

Even Xuan Yi in the Divine Beginning Realm was not his original body. 

Xuan Yi from the Divine Beginning Realm was also dead, and so many people had seen it. Xuan Yi from 

the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field was also dead, and he died calmly. 
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According to Jian Wushuang’s guess, his Ruler Xuan Yi in the Divine Beginning Realm was probably an 

avatar of a mighty expert in the universe. 

Xuan Yi in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy was probably also an avatar. Otherwise, he would not have come 

to his death so calmly. 

“Thunder God Palace Master, since Xuan Yi died in your hands, the treasures he left behind should also 

be in your hands, right?”Jian Wushuang asked. 

“His interspatial ring is here. I checked it before and found that he has an extraordinary family 

background and some special treasures, but that’s all.” Thunder God Palace Master waved his hand and 

directly threw an interspatial ring to Jian Wushuang. 



After taking it, Jian Wushuang briefly scanned it with his consciousness. The many treasures in the 

interspatial ring were comparable to that of a fifth-level Ruler. It even had a principle supreme treasure, 

but there were no real treasures. 

Jian Wushuang glanced at Thunder God Palace Master and did not doubt it. 

“There’s one more thing. Since your Thunder God Palace has already killed Xuan Yi, why didn’t you 

announce it to the public? Instead, you quietly withdrew the reward. Moreover, the entire Thunder God 

Palace kept this matter a secret. Only a few people at the highest level know about it?” Jian Wushuang 

asked again. 

In Jian Wushuang’s opinion, the sky-high bounty offered by the Thunder God Palace was to kill his Ruler 

Xuan Yi. Now that the Thunder God Palace had killed Xuan Yi, it was only natural that it should announce 

it to the public. 

However, the performance of the Thunder God Palace was obviously not like this. 

“Humph, Blood Sword Ruler, what do you think my Thunder God Palace is? Do you think my Thunder 

God Palace doesn’t have any face?” The Palace Master snorted coldly. 

“Shameless?” Jian Wushuang was confused. 

“Xuan Yi is only a third-level Ruler. It’s embarrassing that my palace failed to find him and kill him after 

100,000 years. If the outside world knows that my palace failed to find Xuan Yi and that Xuan Yi came to 

my palace to seek his death, my palace will become a joke.” Thunder God Palace Master’s voice was 

cold. 

“Is that why the Thunder God Palace quietly withdrew the bounty? Do you want to let this matter rest?” 

Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Yes, that’s right.” Thunder God Palace Master nodded. “Of course, there’s another reason. Although 

Xuan Yi is only a third-level Ruler, I can’t see through him at all. I once doubted whether he had a great 

background or background, and Xuan Yi died by my hand in the end. Naturally, I was worried that the 

person behind Xuan Yi would come looking for me, so I tried my best to cover it up. I didn’t expect that 

you would come looking for me so soon.” 

There was obviously a hint of helplessness in Thunder God Palace Master’s words. 

After hearing what Thunder God Palace Master said, Jian Wushuang raised his eyebrows. 

He had already understood. 

When Xuan Yi killed Lei Yi, the number one genius of Thunder God Palace, Thunder God Palace was 

extremely furious. At that time, they did not think much about it. They just issued a reward and caused 

such a big commotion 

However, after the Thunder God Palace came into contact with Xuan Yi, the Thunder God Palace felt 

that Xuan Yi was extraordinary. 



Especially after Xuan Yi went to the sect and begged for death. When the Thunder God Palace Master 

came into contact with Xuan Yi, the Thunder God Palace Master could not see through Xuan Yi at all. 

This made the Thunder God Palace Master wary. He felt that Xuan Yi had a huge background and status. 

At that time, the Thunder God Palace Master already regretted making such a huge commotion and 

putting a bounty on Xuan Yi. However, he had no choice but to shoot the arrow at the bowstring. The 

Thunder God Palace Master still killed Xuan Yi, however, the next step was to cover up the matter. 

Firstly, it was for his own face. Secondly, he did not want the news to spread and alert the forces or 

backgrounds behind Xuan Yi. 

Jian Wushuang could accept Thunder God Palace Master’s explanation. 

“Thunder God Palace Master.” Jian Wushuang looked at Thunder God Palace Master again. “I can tell 

you now that Xuan Yi was my Ruler. To be exact, he was a clone of my Ruler.” 

“Ruler?” Thunder God Palace Master was stunned, but his heart was twitching, “This Blood Sword is 

only a third-level Ruler, but his battle strength is comparable to that of an Ultimate Ruler. Moreover, his 

comprehension of the universe principles is terrifyingly high. He is definitely one of the top and most 

terrifying super monsters in the vast universe. Such a monster is already shocking enough. How 

terrifying would it be to be able to teach such a monster?” 

At this moment, Thunder God Palace Master was truly terrified. 

Naturally, Jian Wushuang also noticed his fear. 

Jian Wushuang smiled faintly, he said, “Thunder God Palace Master, what kind of person is my Ruler? 

Although the avatar you killed is not important to him, his identity and strength are obvious. Tell me, 

how should I end this matter?” 

“What do you want?” Thunder God Palace Master took a deep breath. 

“It’s simple. Take out 30,000 universe origin stones to apologize, and this matter will end here,” Jian 

Wushuang said. 

“Okay, sure.” Thunder God Palace Master nodded without hesitation. 

“So straightforward?” Jian Wushuang was surprised. 

In fact, Xuan Yi was his Ruler, but Jian Wushuang did not know whether it was really a avatar or some 

special reason. Moreover, whether Xuan Yi really had a great background and background was a 

mystery. 

However, Jian Wushuang could see that Thunder God Palace Master was terrified of his Ruler’s identity, 

so he naturally wanted to avenge his Ruler and extort him. Therefore, he directly offered 30,000 

universe origin stones as an apology, he thought that this price was high enough and that Thunder God 

Palace Master should at least haggle over it, but in the end, Thunder God Palace Master agreed so 

readily. 

He agreed to 30,000 universe origin stones immediately. 



“As expected of the Overlord who has been standing in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy for so many years. 

The Thunder God Palace is really rich. It seems that my price of 30,000 universe origin stones is still a 

little low,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

Hearing this, the corner of the Palace Master’s mouth twitched. 

30,000 universe origin stones — 

It must be known that the total wealth of an ordinary Ultimate Ruler was only around 10,000 universe 

origin stones. 30,000 universe origin stones was equivalent to the total wealth of the three Ultimate 

Rulers. 

But Thunder God Palace Master was, after all, a top-tier existence among the Ultimate Rulers, and his 

wealth was much richer than that of an ordinary Ultimate Ruler. In addition, Thunder God Palace had 

been standing in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy for so many years, and it had a deep foundation. So, 30,000 

universe origin stones…he was still able to afford it. 

Of course, even if he could afford it, it was still an incomparably large sum of money to Thunder God 

Palace. 

Thunder God Palace Master had no other choice. He really thought that Xuan Yi’s background was very 

huge and had a great background. After all, just a third level Ruler level disciple was already enough to 

make Thunder God Palace helpless, if someone else appeared behind Xuan Yi, the Thunder God Palace 

would not be able to resist. 

Therefore, he could only compromise. 
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“I’m a man of my word. 30,000 universe origin stones and this matter will be settled,” Jian Wushuang 

said. 

“Wait here for a moment.” Thunder God Palace Master immediately returned to Thunder God Palace 

and began to prepare the 30,000 universe origin stones. 

30,000 universe origin stones was not a small amount. Although Thunder God Palace could afford it, it 

was still a great loss. 

After a while, Thunder God Palace Master returned to Jian Wushuang. At the same time, he brought an 

interspatial ring and gave it to Jian Wushuang. 

“30,000 universe origin stones are all here,” Thunder God Palace Master said. 

!! 

Jian Wushuang glanced at it briefly and nodded slightly. 

“Thunder God Palace Master, where is the woman named Eighth now?” Jian Wushuang asked. 



“She has opened a small tavern in the Dusty Rain Star World. Over the years, our Thunder God Palace 

has sent experts to protect her in secret. After all, I promised Xuan Yi that I would protect her, so I won’t 

go back on my words,” Thunder God Palace Master said. 

“You’re smart.” Jian Wushuang smiled and left immediately. 

Seeing that Jian Wushuang had finally left, Thunder God Palace Master and many experts in Thunder 

God Palace heaved a sigh of relief. 

“This terrifying guy has finally left.” Blood Thunder General said with lingering fear. 

Although Jian Wushuang had left, it had to be said that Thunder God Palace had indeed suffered a 

setback this time. 

… 

After leaving Thunder God Palace, Jian Wushuang headed directly to the Dusty Rain Star World. Leng 

Rushuang naturally followed him. 

The Dusty Rain Star World was an ordinary second-class Star World under the control of the Thunder 

God Palace. There was a tavern in a city in this Star World. 

The tavern was small and very simple, but there were many customers in the tavern. 

In fact, many of these customers came for the lady boss of the tavern. 

“Look, the lady boss is really beautiful!” 

“She’s more than beautiful. Her face and figure are simply perfect.” 

“Unfortunately, she was born a slave. She always has a special mark on her hand that represents her 

status as a slave. She will never be able to remove it. If she doesn’t have this mark, she would be even 

more perfect.” 

Whispers could be heard in the tavern. 

Many heated gazes would occasionally look at the plain-robed lady in front of the tavern counter. 

That lady had a slender figure. Although she was only wearing a simple plain robe, it was unable to 

conceal her almost perfect figure. Coupled with her devastatingly beautiful face, it felt as if a goddess 

had fallen into the mortal world. 

In terms of appearance, this lady’s appearance was undoubtedly enough to shock the world. It was likely 

that in the entire Dusty Rain heavenly world, it would be difficult to find a second person whose 

appearance was comparable to hers. 

It was precisely because of this that the business of this tavern was so good. Those customers had come 

to this tavern in order to meet this lady boss. 

Right at this moment… 

“You are the lady boss of this tavern?” A voice that carried a hint of arrogance suddenly rang out. 



Within the tavern, the whispers immediately stopped. Those customers’ gazes immediately turned 

toward the source of the voice. When they clearly saw the appearance of that person, most of these 

customers revealed playful smiles. 

The person who had spoken was a young man dressed in luxurious clothes. Behind him were two 

guards. The two guards had extremely powerful auras, and they were actually two Rulers. 

Being able to have two Rulers act as guards was enough to prove that this young man had an 

extraordinary background. 

The beautiful woman who had been busy at the counter all this time raised her head slightly and 

glanced at the young man. Then, she lowered her head again and continued to do her own thing. 

“Tsk tsk, I’ve long heard that there is an extremely beautiful lady boss in this tavern. Seeing her today, 

she really didn’t disappoint me.” The young man smiled. “Miss, my name is He Yun. My father is Ruler 

Wan Yan, and he controls countless territories under his command. A beauty like you shouldn’t be a lady 

boss in a small tavern in this city. Why don’t you come back with me? I guarantee that you can do 

whatever you want in this Dusty Rain heavenly world. Won’t that be a great pleasure?” 

This young man, He Yun, spoke with absolute confidence. 

He did indeed have such confidence. His father, Ruler Wan Yan, could indeed be considered an overlord 

in this Dusty Rain heavenly world. 

However, after He Yun finished speaking, that absolute beauty still lowered her head and busied herself 

with the matters in her hands, completely ignoring him. 

This caused He Yun’s expression to stiffen slightly. His expression was also rather awkward. However, 

after the awkwardness, it was replaced by anger. 

“Miss, don’t refuse a toast only to drink a forfeit. I, He Yun, have never been unable to obtain a woman 

that I want.” He Yun’s voice was ice-cold. The two guards behind him also stared coldly at the absolute 

beauty. 

Clearly, as long as the absolute beauty did not agree, they would directly attack. 

However, they did not notice that the customers in the inn were all looking at them with pity, especially 

He Yun. 

Boom! 

A powerful aura suddenly erupted. This aura had reached the fourth level Ruler level, instantly 

suppressing He Yun and his two guards. 

The two guards, who were only at the first level Ruler level, immediately revealed terrified expressions. 

Their bodies trembled as they trembled. 

As for He Yun, he was only a Ruler of principles. At this moment, the crystal was suppressed to the 

ground. 

“Get lost, or die!” A cold voice sounded in the ears of He Yun and the other two. 



He Yun’s two guards were scared out of their wits. They immediately dragged He Yun and left in a sorry 

state. 

After the three of them left, that aura slowly disappeared. 

When the guest in the tavern saw this scene, he was no longer surprised. 

“Tsk tsk, that He Yun just now was really in a sorry state.” 

“Haha, he’s also stupid. Before snatching her away, he didn’t even inquire about the identity of this lady 

boss. She had the experts of the Thunder God Palace personally guard her. Not to mention that his 

father is only a fourth-tier Ruler of the Dusty Rain heavenly world, even if the number one expert of the 

Dusty Rain Heavenly World came, he probably wouldn’t dare to lay his eyes on her.” 

“If I remember correctly, this He Yun should be the twenty-first person to be scared out of his wits in all 

these years.” 

The guests in the tavern chatted and laughed casually. 

They all lived in this city, so naturally, they knew a bit about the identity of this tavern’s lady boss. 

They knew that the background and background of this tavern’s lady boss was not something that the 

people in the Dusty Rain Star World could afford to provoke. 

Just as He Yun was scared off, three figures slowly walked in from the entrance of the tavern. After the 

three of them arrived, they went directly to the tavern counter, which was in front of the absolute 

beauty. 

… 
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“Are you Eighth?” 

Jian Wushuang looked at the woman in front of him carefully. 

He had to admit that this woman was very beautiful. In terms of looks, she was no less cold than his 

aura. 

However, this woman was born a slave. Although she had become a principle Ruler, she had obviously 

relied on treasures to build up her temperament. Her temperament was very ordinary, and she even 

gave people a very humble feeling, naturally, she lost some of her charm. 

“You know my name?” The beautiful woman who had been busy could not help looking up at Jian 

Wushuang in surprise. 

!! 

In fact, she did not have a name. 

Ah Ba was named after her when she was a slave. Later, she simply called him Ah Ba. 



However, not many people knew her name in this world. 

“My name is Jian Wushuang. Xuan Yi is my Ruler,” Jian Wushuang said directly. 

“Big Brother Xuan Yi? Are you his disciple?” Eighth’s voice was obviously more anxious than before. 

“Big Brother Xuan Yi?” Jian Wushuang raised his eyebrows and then smiled. “I am his disciple. If it’s 

convenient for you, can you talk to me?” 

“This…” Eighth looked troubled. 

“Are you worried about the Thunder God Palace?” Jian Wushuang glanced at Eighth. 

Eighth was silent. 

“Don’t worry, the Thunder God Palace won’t disturb us.” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

At this time, a figure suddenly appeared beside Jian Wushuang. 

“Bai Yang, the outer deacon of the Thunder God Palace, greets Ruler Xue Jian.” The person bowed 

respectfully to Jian Wushuang. 

“Do you know me?” Jian Wushuang glanced at Bai Yang. 

“My lord, I have been ordered to protect Eighth lady secretly. Not long ago, my Palace Master personally 

sent me a message saying that Ruler Blood Sword would come here and ask me to receive you. I will try 

my best to meet all your requirements,” Bai Yang said. 

“I see.” Jian Wushuang nodded. 

“Eighth lady, Ruler Blood Sword is indeed a disciple of Xuan Yi. Previously, he came to my Thunder God 

Palace because of Xuan Yi’s matter and had some unhappiness with my Thunder God Palace. Of course, 

now that the conflict has been resolved, now that Ruler Blood Sword wants to talk to you, My Thunder 

God Palace will naturally avoid him.” Bai Yang was very modest. 

Hearing Bai Yang’s words, Eighth was very surprised. 

Although Bai Yang had been secretly protecting her, Eighth knew that Bai Yang had always been very 

cold and aloof. He had only protected her under orders and had never really looked up to her. 

But now, this cold and aloof Bai Yang was actually so humble and polite to her? 

Eighth instantly understood that it was not her who had changed Bai Yang’s attitude, but the Ruler 

Blood Sword who had suddenly appeared, who was also her brother Xuan Yi’s disciple. 

“I’ll go with you,” Eighth said directly. 

“Okay, let’s find a place to talk.” Jian Wushuang smiled and then glanced at Bai Yang. “You stay here.” 

“Yes.” Bai Yang did not dare to disobey. 

Soon, Jian Wushuang left with Eighth. 

After he left, the people in the tavern were in an uproar. 



“Who was that man?” 

“I don’t know who he was, but that Bai Yang called himself an outer deacon of the Thunder God Palace. 

That’s the palace. Even an outer deacon is usually a fourth-level Ruler, right?” 

“He is indeed a fourth-level Ruler. And if I’m not mistaken, he must be the one who has been secretly 

protecting this Eighth lady. Like He Yun from before, he doesn’t even care about Bai Yang. He probably 

doesn’t even care about the Wan Yan Ruler behind He Yun, but when he faces that person just now, he’s 

as respectful as a grandson.” 

“Tut, tut, to be able to make the deacons of the Thunder God Palace so respectful, he must be a real big 

shot.” 

The customers in the tavern were all praising him, but it had nothing to do with them. They just enjoyed 

talking about it. 

… 

In an empty space not far from the tavern, Jian Wushuang waved his hand and completely blocked the 

surrounding time and space. 

“Miss Eighth, I’m here to ask you about my Ruler.” Jian Wushuang went straight to the point. 

“Ruler Blood Sword, since you’re brother Xuan Yi’s disciple, you should know more about brother Xuan 

Yi than I do, right?” Eighth was puzzled. 

“To tell you the truth, I’m his disciple, but when I took him as my Ruler, I was not in this Star Field at all. I 

was in another Star Field far away, and I separated from him a long time ago.” Jian Wushuang said with 

a bitter smile. 

“Is that so?” Eighth took a deep look at Jian Wushuang, wondering if he was suspecting something. 

“Miss Eighth, May I know what is the relationship between you and my Ruler?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Me? I am just a maid by Big Brother Xuan Yi’s side,” Eighth said. 

“Maid?” Jian Wushuang could not help being surprised. 

He knew that Xuan Yi had killed Lei Yi, the number one genius of the Thunder God Palace, for Eighth, 

and had completely offended the palace. 

Later, he even went to the Thunder God Palace to beg for death for Eighth. 

Was a mere maid worth his Ruler doing this? 

“I am indeed just a maid by Brother Xuan Yi’s side. I didn’t even know him 100,000 years ago. But once, 

when I was in danger, Brother Xuan Yi happened to pass by and saved me. At that time, it was the 

people of the Thunder God Palace who wanted to harm me. They wanted to capture me and offer me to 

the number one genius of the Thunder God Palace.” 



“Not long after Brother Xuan Yi saved me, the number one genius of the Thunder God Palace came to 

find me. I thought brother Xuan Yi would hand me over, but I didn’t expect brother Xuan Yi to kill the 

number one genius of the Thunder God Palace,” Eighth said. 

Hearing this, Jian Wushuang was even more confused. 

They had only met by chance. It was one thing for his Ruler to save Eighth, but why did he bring it with 

him? 

Moreover, when the number one genius of the Thunder God Palace came to him, he directly killed the 

number one genius? 

“Miss Eighth, do you know why my Ruler did this?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“I know.” Eighth nodded slightly. “I only found out later. It turns out that he looks very similar to Brother 

Xuan Yi’s wife.” 

“What?” Jian Wushuang was stunned. 

Wife? 

His Ruler had a wife? 

“That’s the reason. When brother Xuan Yi saw Lei Yi harboring evil intentions toward me, he killed him 

directly. Then he took me to hide in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy and lived for nearly 100,000 years. 

During these 100,000 years, Brother Xuan Yi only looked at me quietly most of the time and hardly 

spoke to me. In the past 100,000 years, he probably said less than 10 words to me,” Eighth said. 

… 

Chapter 4086: Drastic Changes 

 

After a brief conversation with Eighth, Jian Wushuang knew that this woman, Eighth, and his Ruler had 

only met by chance because she looked like his Ruler’s wife, that was why his Ruler had saved her. 

“Miss Eighth, do you know why my Ruler took the initiative to seek death in the Thunder God Palace?” 

Jian Wushuang asked again. 

“I don’t know.” Eighth shook his head. “But Brother Xuan Yi said before he left that he had already done 

what he wanted to do. There is no need for him to continue existing.” 

Jian Wushuang’s pupils constricted. 

He had already done what he wanted to do? 

!! 

There was no need for him to continue existing? 

It felt as if he had completed his mission and could retire. 

But what did his Ruler do in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy? 



According to the intelligence he had received from the Nine Emperor Pavilion, his Ruler had been 

keeping a low profile in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy. Apart from the conflict with Thunder God Palace, he 

had not caused any major commotion in the galaxy? 

Jian Wushuang was puzzled. 

While Jian Wushuang was talking to Eighth, no one knew that a huge storm was about to sweep through 

the entire Nine Luminaries Galaxy. 

In the dark void around the Thunder God Palace’s lair, an ancient and majestic universe boat arrived. 

In the universe boat, three figures gathered together. 

“Is that the lair of Thunder God Palace in front?” A hoarse voice came from one of the figures, “Keke, it’s 

the reward from Thunder God Palace that allowed us to find a trace of him. Speaking of which, we really 

have to thank Thunder God Palace.” 

“But not long ago, the Thunder God Palace quietly withdrew that reward. Perhaps, the Thunder God 

Palace has already found him and killed him?” Another low voice sounded. 

“What a joke. It’s not that you don’t know about that guy’s ability. How could a mere Thunder God 

Palace kill him? However, the Thunder God Palace had gone through so much trouble to place a reward 

on him. Now, they quietly withdrew the reward. There must be some reason behind it. We should go 

and ask about it personally. Devour Seven, come with me.” One of the human figures stood up. 

This figure was more than three meters tall and looked like a small mountain. 

“Haha, I’d be happy to.” The first figure who spoke also stood up. 

Soon, the two figures left the universe boat and rushed toward the lair of the Thunder God Palace. 

The lair of the Thunder God Palace was like an iron bucket in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy. 

After all, the foundation of the Thunder God Palace was there. Even an ordinary supreme-being would 

be able to defeat the palace protection formation of the palace. This was why Jian Wushuang could only 

stand in front of the gate of the palace, but he could not get in. 

But today — 

A burly man in crimson-gold armor appeared in front of the towering formation and slapped the palace 

protection formation with his big hand. 

A rich golden light burst forth, bringing with it an earth-shattering might as it descended upon the 

palace-protecting array. 

The palace-protecting array did not have any ability to resist. In an instant, it crumbled and 

disintegrated. 

This sudden change caused countless experts within the Thunder God Palace to turn pale with fright. 

“The palace-protecting array has been destroyed?” 

“How is this possible? How can the palace-protecting array of my Thunder God Palace be destroyed?” 



“Who? Who destroyed the array?” 

Countless experts in Thunder God Palace raised their heads in terror. 

The three Ultimate Rulers of Thunder God Palace, the Thunder God Palace Master, the First Elder of 

Thunder God Palace, and the Blood Thunder General also looked up in terror. 

There was a figure covered by a dense golden light. The golden light illuminated the sky and earth like a 

Golden War God. As the Golden War God looked down with a cold gaze. 

A terrifying aura that was so powerful that even an Ultimate Ruler would find it hard to breathe instantly 

spread out, suppressing the entire area. 

At this moment, the entire Thunder God Palace was completely silent. 

“Ruler…Ruler!” 

The Thunder God Palace Master was utterly shocked! 

In truth, it was easy to understand why the defensive formations of the Thunder God Palace could not 

be destroyed by someone without the power of an Ruler. 

However, the opponent had destroyed the Thunder God Palace’s Protective Array Formation with just 

one move. This strength was definitely at the supreme-being level. 

However, why would a supreme-being come to the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field? Why did he come 

to the Thunder God Palace? And why did he directly destroy the Thunder God Palace’s Protective Array 

Formation without saying anything? 

At this moment, the Golden War God’s eyes happened to sweep over the Thunder God Palace Master. 

In the next moment, the Golden War God waved his hand, and a huge palm rushed toward the Thunder 

God Palace Master, the First Elder of Thunder God Palace, and the Blood Thunder Army Ruler. 

The three of them wanted to flee in fear, but they found that they couldn’t move at all. They could only 

watch helplessly as the palm grabbed them. 

The three powerful Ultimate Rulers, especially the Thunder God Palace Master, were still top-tier 

existences among the Ultimate Rulers. However, in front of the Golden War God in the void, they were 

like chickens, unable to resist at all. 

Boom! 

The giant hand suddenly clenched, and the bodies of the Thunder God Palace Master and the other two 

instantly exploded. In fact, more than 90% of their divine power had been destroyed. 

In the blink of an eye, the three Supreme Rulers had all fallen into an extremely weak state, with only 

their last breaths remaining. 

“Devour Seven, I’ll leave him to you.” The Golden War God let out a low voice. 

“Keke.” A strange laughter rang out as a skinny black-robed elder with an evil aura appeared next to the 

Golden War God. 



A Black Serpent coiled around the black-robed elder’s shoulder. The Black Serpent’s eyes were cold as it 

stared at the three who were no longer able to fight back. 

“Go.” The black-robed elder pointed slightly, and the Black Serpent on his shoulder instantly shot out. It 

was so fast that it was actually much faster than even an ordinary omega Ruler. 

The Black Serpent was like a bolt of lightning, instantly piercing through the heads of the Thunder God 

Palace Lord, the Grand Elder of the Thunder God Palace, and the general of the Blood Thunder army. It 

instantly devoured the souls of the three. 

The Black Serpent then returned to the black-robed elder’s shoulder, but its eyes remained shut. 

A short moment later, the black-robed elder raised his head once more, but the strange smile on his 

face had already disappeared. “This is bad. That fellow really was killed by the people of the Thunder 

God Palace.” 

“What?” The expression of the burly man who was bathed in golden light changed. “How is this 

possible? How can the people from the Thunder God Palace kill him?” 

“Under normal circumstances, he can’t be killed, but what if that guy comes over and begs for death?” 

The black-robed old man said in a low voice. 

Chapter 4087: The Disaster of the Nine Luminaries Great Star Area 

 

“Voluntarily seeking death?” The Golden Man’s face darkened. “You mean that person knows that we’re 

here?” 

“That might not be the case.” The black-robed old man shook his head. “However, we’re a step too late. 

That person is already dead. This is a fact. Of course, we also have good news.” 

“What good news?” The golden-robed man looked over. 

He knew exactly what the black-robed elder was capable of. 

Just moments ago, the Black Serpent had devoured the souls of the three of them. The Black Serpent 

had also devoured their memories, which the black-robed elder was able to share with him. 

!! 

“A few days ago, a third-stage Ruler named Blood Sword came to the Thunder God Palace. He fought a 

great battle against the palace, and in the end, the palace was forced to lower its head and 

compromise,” the black-robed elder said. 

“A third-stage Ruler?” The muscular golden-robed man was startled. 

Although Thunder God Palace did not mean anything to him, and he did not care about it at all, this was 

only because he was an Ruler. 

To a third-stage Ruler, Thunder God Palace should have been an enormous power, but this third-stage 

Ruler was actually able to force Thunder God Palace to lower its head and compromise? 



“In addition, this third-level Ruler named Blood Sword claims to be his disciple,” the black-robed elder 

continued. 

“Oh?” The golden-robed man frowned. 

Previously, he had felt that it was inconceivable for a third-level Ruler to actually force the Thunder God 

Palace to lower its head and compromise. 

But now that he knew that this person was his disciple, the golden-robed man was able to immediately 

accept it. 

He was very clear about that person’s supreme ability. 

If that person was really the disciple that person had personally taught, then they would be able to 

accept it no matter how heaven-defying it was. 

“That third level Ruler called Blood Sword is still in the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field. He hasn’t left 

yet. We still have a chance to catch him,” said the black-clothed old man. 

“In that case, let’s not delay any longer. Tell Devour Nine to set off immediately and capture that little 

fellow,” said the golden burly man. 

“What about the Thunder God Palace?” The black-clothed old man looked down at the Thunder God 

Palace which was already in a state of panic. 

“Thunder God Palace?” The muscular golden man looked down and sneered, “Since that person has 

appeared here, then it’s not just the Thunder God Palace, but this star area. There’s no need for it to 

exist anymore.” 

“All traces of him must be erased.” 

“This star area should be destroyed.” 

Hearing the muscular golden man’s words, the old man in black shrugged and a strange smile appeared 

on his face again. 

Soon, a terrifying attack landed on the base of Thunder God Palace and covered every corner of the 

palace. 

In the Thunder God Palace, even if the three Ultimate Rulers who had already died were excluded, there 

were still quite a number of experts left. There were even quite a few peak fifth-level experts like 

Emperor Rain King. 

But now, under that tyrannical attack, countless cultivators in the Thunder God Palace, including those 

fourth and fifth-level experts, did not have the chance to escape. They were all affected by this attack, 

they were instantly annihilated and turned into dust. 

Within moments, the entire Thunder God Palace had been reduced to a pile of scorched earth. There 

were countless cultivators within Thunder God Palace, but none of them had managed to escape from 

their lairs. All of them had died. Not a single one was left alive. 



After completely annihilating Thunder God Palace, numerous figures flew out from within the ancient 

universe boat at the same time. These figures were all incredibly powerful, and most of them were fifth-

level and above Rulers. There were even quite a few final-level Rulers. 

Of course, what was truly terrifying was that there were a total of Three Paragon Rulers within the 

universe boat. 

A large number of fifth-level Rulers, including some final-level Rulers, flew out in all directions under the 

personal guidance of these Three Paragon Rulers. 

Two of the teams led by the Rulers charged directly toward the other top-tier powers within the Nine 

Luminaries Great Star Field. Similarly, it only took a short period of time for the top-tier powers to be 

uprooted and completely annihilated. 

The other teams, under the guidance of one Ultimate Ruler after another, charged toward the various 

Star Worlds. The Eighth first-class Star Worlds within the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field bore the brunt 

of this. 

This was a disaster for the entire Nine Luminaries Great Star Field. 

Furthermore, this disaster was completely effortless. The Nine Luminaries Great Star Field had virtually 

no ability to resist. 

Many forces were annihilated, countless Star Worlds were crushed into dust, and billions of lives were 

mercilessly killed. 

Among the killing teams, there was a special team of less than ten people. They were all made up of an 

Ultimate Ruler, and they were also a supreme expert. They directly attacked Jian Wushuang’s Dusty Rain 

Star World. 

In the Dusty Rain Star World, Jian Wushuang was still talking with Eighth. 

Eighth had already told Jian Wushuang everything he knew. 

After hearing it, although Jian Wushuang was still very confused, he had more or less received some 

information. 

For example, his Ruler had a wife. 

Also, his Ruler had a mission in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy, and it had been completed. 

In the end, his Ruler must have been just a clone in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy. 

But at this moment — 

“Huh?” Jian Wushuang’s expression suddenly changed. He flipped his hand and a communication token 

appeared in his hand. 

“The token of supervisor Feixue of the Nine Emperor Pavilion seems to be very anxious. What 

happened?” Jian Wushuang looked at the contents of the token in surprise. 



“Blood Sword, a large number of mysterious experts, including supreme-level experts, have arrived in 

the Nine Luminaries Galaxy. They are now killing people in the galaxy. The most powerful forces in the 

Nine Luminaries Galaxy, such as the Thunder God Palace and the Wind God Pavilion, have all been 

destroyed. The Earth Star where the Nine Emperor Pavilion is located has been destroyed. Two of the 

three Rulers have died, and I’m the only one who escaped!” 

“If you’re still in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy, run!” 

“If I’m not mistaken, their goal is to wipe out the entire Nine Luminaries Galaxy!” 

There was an unprecedented fear in his message. 

After receiving the message, Jian Wushuang was stunned. 

“The most powerful forces in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy, such as the Thunder God Palace and the Wind 

God Pavilion, have been wiped out? 

“Even the branches of the Nine Emperor Pavilion have been destroyed, and two of the three supervisors 

have died?” Jian Wushuang knew very well how shocking the news was. 

Just now, the outer deacon of the Thunder God Palace, Bai Yang, had received a message from the 

Thunder God Palace Master. How long had it been, and the Thunder God Palace had already been 

destroyed? 

There was also the Nine Emperor Pavilion. That was a super force in the universe, a super overlord. Who 

Was it that dared to touch the Nine Emperor Pavilion? 

Chapter 4088: Crisis! 

 

Although it was unbelievable, Jian Wushuang did not doubt the authenticity of the news. 

After all, he was ranked on the Nine Emperor List and had an extraordinary status. Director Feixue did 

not dare to lie to him, so there was no need for her to lie to him. The reason why she could send him a 

message to warn him was because he was ranked on the Nine Emperor List. 

After understanding this, Jian Wushuang did not dare to think too much. He did not have the time to 

figure out what was going on. 

Jian Wushuang waved his hand, and the pitch-black universe boat immediately appeared in the void in 

front of him. 

“Shuang ‘er, Devil Flame, quickly enter the universe boat,” Jian Wushuang said. 

!! 

“Husband, what’s wrong?” Leng Rushuang looked over in confusion. 

“Don’t ask so many questions. Go in quickly,” Jian Wushuang urged. 

Leng Rushuang did not ask any more questions. She immediately entered the universe boat with Devil 

Flame. 



“Eighth, you should go in as well,” Jian Wushuang said. 

Eighth nodded slightly and entered the universe boat. 

When the three of them entered the universe boat, Jian Wushuang willed the universe boat in front of 

him to shrink again and put it into his arms. 

After doing all this, Jian Wushuang immediately got up and prepared to escape. 

But just as he was about to move… 

Boom! 

The world shook and a suffocating and terrifying power was transmitted from the void above. 

“Oh no!” 

Jian Wushuang’s expression changed drastically. He subconsciously looked up and saw that the entire 

world had become completely dark. Endless darkness was slowly crushing down. If one looked carefully, 

there were huge gullies in the darkness, it was as if they were the lines of a palm. 

“Could this endless darkness be a palm?” Jian Wushuang thought in horror. 

It was indeed the case. 

Jian Wushuang was now in the Dusty Rain Star World, so he naturally could not see clearly what the 

endless darkness that covered the top void was. 

However, if he was in the cosmic void outside the Dusty Rain Star World, he could see that what covered 

the Dusty Rain Star World was a hand, a huge, endless black hand. 

This gigantic black hand had already completely covered the entire Dusty Rain Star World, and it held 

the Dusty Rain Star World in its palm. 

Immediately after, this gigantic black hand exerted a slight force, and just like crushing a bean, a level 

two Star World was directly crushed and exploded. 

The Dusty Rain Star World instantly exploded, and the countless mountains and rivers within the Star 

World were all crushed and crushed into pieces. Countless living beings were instantly buried, and they 

did not have any chance to struggle at all. 

In the void outside the Star World, a cold man with a pitch-black saber on his back stood there coldly. He 

stared at the void in front of him and watched the Star World explode and turn into cosmic dust. 

The giant hand just now was cast by the cold man. 

The cold man was called Devour Nine. He was one of the three supreme-beings who had arrived in the 

Nine Luminaries Galaxy and was on a killing spree. He was the supreme-being who had come to capture 

Jian Wushuang. 

“Huh?” 



The cold man’s expression suddenly changed. As a supreme-being expert, his soul perception was far 

superior to that of a Ruler. After the Dusty Rain Star World collapsed, he immediately sensed that all the 

living beings in the Dusty Rain Star World had been annihilated. 

However, only one person had survived, and the aura he emitted was that of a third-level Ruler. 

“Is he the target?” The cold man’s eyes turned cold, and he dashed forward. 

In the void in front of the cold man, an ancient universe boat had appeared. Jian Wushuang was in the 

universe boat, and he was controlling the universe boat to flee as fast as he could. 

As he fled, Jian Wushuang saw the cold man chasing after him, and his eyes were full of fear and shock. 

“Supreme!” 

“The supreme is here!” 

Jian Wushuang never thought that he would meet a supreme-level expert so early. 

And apparently, this supreme did not just happen to meet him. He probably came straight for him. 

After all, when Supervisor Feixue sent the message just now, he also said that the group of people who 

started a massacre in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy and wanted to completely destroy the Nine Luminaries 

Galaxy might have many experts, but those at the paragon level…there were only a few supreme-level 

experts. 

However, the Nine Luminaries Galaxy was huge, and there were many Star Worlds. There should be at 

least a hundred second-level Star Worlds, not to mention others? 

How could there be a supreme-level expert who happened to come to his Star World? 

Therefore, Jian Wushuang guessed that the supreme-level expert’s target was him. 

As for the reason…Jian Wushuang could only think of one possibility from the way these people acted. It 

was related to his Ruler, Xuan Yi! 

“These people should be here for my Ruler. They destroyed the Thunder God Palace. They must have 

learned of my existence from the palace, so they also came to deal with me.” Jian Wushuang narrowed 

his eyes, his expression was extremely grave. 

“Darling, are you okay?” Leng Rushuang looked at Jian Wushuang with worry because she saw that Jian 

Wushuang’s body was covered in blood and his aura was much weaker than before. 

“I’m fine.” Jian Wushuang shook his head, but he was very shocked. 

Just now, the cold man had crushed the Dusty Rain Star World, killing countless creatures in it. 

Jian Wushuang was also in the Dusty Rain Star World, so the cold man’s attack had also affected him. 

Although it only slightly affected a part of his power, the one who had attacked was a supreme expert. 

In that instant..! Even though Jian Wushuang had an incredible protective ability, his divine body was 

immediately severely injured, and nearly 30 percent of his divine power was destroyed! 

Nearly 30 percent of his divine power barely affected him. 



In other words, if the supreme expert had only attacked him, he would have been killed in one move. 

“This is the strength of a supreme expert. It’s indeed terrifying.” Jian Wushuang was shocked, and his 

eyes were fixed on the cold man who was chasing after him. 

The cold man did not take out his universe boat, but he was an supreme-level expert. Even if he flew by 

himself, his speed in the universe void was not much slower than that of universe boat. 

Jian Wushuang would not be very worried if he continued to chase and escape. However, universe boat 

did not travel far before Jian Wushuang sensed an extremely powerful aura ahead of him. 

Although this aura was not that of an supreme-being, it was definitely at the level of an Ultimate Ruler. 

“Oh no.” Jian Wushuang’s expression changed. 

When he sensed the aura of an Ultimate Ruler in front of the universe boat, Jian Wushuang immediately 

understood that the other party had long planned to encircle and kill him. 

The supreme-being who had attacked him must have thought that he had escaped from the Dusty Rain 

Star World, so he had already arranged for an Ultimate Ruler to intercept him in the surrounding void. 

“I have no choice but to fight.” Jian Wushuang’s eyes were cold. The Wuqi Divine Sword had already 

appeared in his hand. 

… 

Chapter 4089: Collision 

 

In the dark void of the universe, a barefoot old man stood there quietly. His eyes were like poisonous 

snakes, staring at the universe boat that was rapidly approaching at the end of the universe. 

“Keke, it’s coming toward me. It seems that I’m really lucky.” 

The barefoot old man was one of the Ultimate Rulers under the command of the cold man, Devour Nine. 

This time, there were Eighth Ultimate Rulers accompanying Devour Nine to capture Jian Wushuang. 

These Eighth Ultimate Rulers were scattered in different directions around the Dusty Rain Star World. 

Thus, even if the Dusty Rain Star World collapsed and Jian Wushuang escaped from it, he would not be 

able to escape from their interception. 

Now, the barefoot elder was in charge of blocking Jian Wushuang’s escape. 

!! 

“I heard from Lord Devour Seven that this third-level Ruler named Blood Sword is extraordinary. Lord 

Devour Nine also ordered us to capture him alive. We must not kill him. It seems that this third-level 

Ruler named Blood Sword is indeed very important. If I can capture him directly, it will be a credit to 

me.” The barefoot elder sneered, he was ready to stop the universe boat and capture Jian Wushuang. 

The universe boat was extremely fast. In just a moment, it had arrived in front of the barefooted old 

man, and they were getting closer and closer. 



“Keke, stay.” The barefooted old man sneered and moved forward. 

At the same time, a figure shot out from the universe boat. 

“You still want to resist?” The barefoot old man’s smile grew wider. 

Jian Wushuang, who rushed out from the universe boat, had an extremely cold expression, and his eyes 

were filled with shocking killing intent. 

He rushed directly to the barefoot old man, and his strength burst out at this moment. “Swish!” 

A cold sword light shot out directly. 

The smile on the barefoot old man’s face instantly froze, and it was replaced by a look of horror. 

“How could it be so fast?” 

This was the thought that came to the barefooted old man’s mind the moment he saw Jian Wushuang’s 

sword. 

It was too fast, indeed too fast. 

After reaching the first level of the Purple Blood Secret Manual, Jian Wushuang’s application of the 

universal principles and swordsmanship had been perfectly combined. He had spent a long time to 

create the ‘Netherworld Mo Wen’ sword. 

The speed of this sword was so fast that even the Ultimate Ruler would find it difficult to block it. 

For example, the Blood Thunder General Ruler in the Thunder God Palace could not block Jian 

Wushuang’s sword. 

As for the barefoot old man, his strength was almost the same as that of the Blood Thunder General 

Ruler. Even if he was slightly stronger, he was not much stronger. 

But the key problem was that he could not block Jian Wushuang’s sword either. 

The cold sword light directly cut through the barefoot old man’s body. The barefoot old man narrowed 

his eyes slightly. 

The moment the sword light cut through his body, the power of the sword attack was almost completely 

blocked by the principle supreme treasure armor on his body. In other words, Jian Wushuang’s sword 

attack did not cause any damage to him. 

“Is it just the speed?” Just as the barefooted old man thought of this, an unprecedented pain suddenly 

rose from the depths of his soul. 

“No!” 

The barefooted old man let out a shrill cry. In the next moment, the skin on his body turned black and 

gray at a speed visible to the naked eye. His vitality was fading at an alarming rate. 

In just a moment, the barefooted old man’s divine body had turned into dust. Only a few treasures and 

his interspatial ring remained. 



Jian Wushuang had used a drop of poison worth 5,000 origin stones. In just one move, the barefooted 

old man, who was an Ultimate Ruler, had died instantly. 

After killing the barefoot old man, Jian Wushuang did not hesitate at all. He waved his hand and put the 

treasures left by the barefoot old man into his interspatial ring. Then he rushed onto the universe boat 

and continued to flee. 

In the void not far behind, the cold man had been following the universe boat. He was not in a hurry. 

After all, he had already arranged for his Ultimate Ruler to intercept Jian Wushuang. 

However, the cold man had never expected that the Ultimate Ruler he had sent to intercept Jian 

Wushuang would be killed by Jian Wushuang in one move. 

This was completely beyond the cold man’s expectations. 

“A third-level Ruler killed the Ultimate Ruler in one move? Although he used some special things, it’s still 

incredible. He deserves to be the disciple of that man.” The cold man’s eyes were cold. 

The more heaven-defying Jian Wushuang was, the more murderous intent he felt. 

Without the experts in front of him, it seemed difficult to stop Jian Wushuang’s universe boat. 

“Humph, I wanted to save some energy, but now it seems that I can’t. In that case…” The cold man 

narrowed his eyes slightly. He waved his right hand, and a universe boat appeared in the void in front of 

him, a universe boat also appeared out of thin air. 

This universe boat was not as big as the one Jian Wushuang was on, but it looked extremely delicate. Its 

body was like a flat surface, and the front part was extremely sharp, it was like a sharp spear. 

It was worth mentioning that the universe boat that the cold man took out was much more powerful 

than Jian Wushuang’s universe boat. 

“Let’s go after them.” 

The cold man had already arrived on the universe boat. Under his control, the exquisite purple universe 

boat instantly burst out with a terrifying speed, piercing through the void and chasing after Jian 

Wushuang’s universe boat. 

The purple universe boat was too fast. It was at least several times or even nearly ten times faster than 

the universe boat Jian Wushuang and the others were on. 

With such a terrifying speed, the universe boat caught up with them in just a moment. 

“Crash!” 

Jian Wushuang’s universe boat was already in front of him, but the cold-looking man did not slow down 

at all. Instead, he fiercely crashed toward Jian Wushuang’s universe boat. 

“Oh no!” 

Inside the universe boat, Jian Wushuang’s expression changed drastically. 

Bang! 



A terrible crash suddenly sounded in the universe void. 

The black universe boat that Jian Wushuang was riding on was directly smashed into pieces. 

The moment the universe boat collapsed, Jian Wushuang directly waved his hand and put Leng 

Rushuang and the Devil Flame into the suppression-type principle true treasure. Then, the divine power 

in Jian Wushuang’s body began to burn crazily. 

He immediately performed the dragon-killing secret skill. 

“Huh? Divine Power Burning Secret Skill?” 

On the purple universe boat, the cold man looked at Jian Wushuang who was still running crazily and 

smiled disdainfully. “Is it useful?” 

As soon as he finished his words, the cold man slowly extended his right hand and pointed in the 

direction of Jian Wushuang. 

… 

Chapter 4090: Human Face 

 

It was a casual finger, and it was quite far away. 

However, the moment the cold man pointed, Jian Wushuang felt all the pores on his body stand up, and 

an unprecedented sense of fear emerged in his heart. 

It had been many years since he had experienced this kind of fear. 

This feeling was as if he had walked to the edge of hell and would die in the next moment. 

Boom! 

A finger as warm as jade appeared behind Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang could not care about anything else. At this moment, he directly displayed the innate 

divine power granted by the universal principle, the primitive universe! 

The primordial universe and the dragon-extinguishing secret skill! 

These were the two strongest trump cards in Jian Wushuang’s hands. But now, he did not hesitate to 

use them at the same time. 

Moreover, after using these two secret skills, Jian Wushuang did not even think of destroying the jade-

like finger. Instead, he immediately used the earth-guarding sword formation to the best of his ability. 

Buzz! Waves of the Earth Sword Realm instantly rose up. With the support of the primordial universe 

and the dragon-extinguishing secret skill, the Earth Sword Formation became even tougher and 

stronger. 

The layers of sword domain formed a complete defense of the sword formation and blocked in front of 

Jian Wushuang. 



However, the moment the warm jade-like finger touched the sword formation, it was as if the finger had 

pierced through a layer of window paper. 

One of Jian Wushuang’s most powerful protective measures, the earth-protecting sword formation, 

collapsed in an instant. 

The finger continued to strike Jian Wushuang’s divine body with terrifying power. The principle Supreme 

Treasure armor on Jian Wushuang’s body could only weaken part of the power of the finger, the 

remaining power continued to transfer to his divine body. 

Jian Wushuang’s divine body, which was comparable to a principle supreme treasure, was also very 

weak in the face of this finger. 

Rumble…Jian Wushuang’s divine body directly collapsed, but it immediately regenerated. 

However, after the recombination, his aura was extremely weak. 

“50%!” 

“This finger has destroyed more than 50% of my divine power!” 

Jian Wushuang was extremely shocked. 

When the cold man crushed the Dusty Rain Star World, he was affected and lost nearly 30% of his divine 

power. However, he was not alert at all. 

But now, it was different. 

He had used all his strength to resist this finger. He had even used his two trump cards, the dragon-

killing secret skill and the original universe. Moreover, he had relied on the earth-guarding sword 

formation to resist it, he had also used his divine body, which was comparable to a principle true 

treasure. He was confident that even Ultimate Rulers who had comprehended universe principles might 

not be able to shake him. 

However, such a powerful protective technique was so weak in front of a paragon. 

The cold man had clearly not used his full power. He had just casually pointed at him. 

However, that casual finger attack had wiped out 50% of his godly power. In addition to the 30% he had 

used previously, he now had less than 20% of his godly power left. 

With less than 20% of his divine power and the cold man still behind him, how could he escape? 

“Am I really going to die here today?” Jian Wushuang’s face was gloomy and his heart was full of 

unwillingness. 

However, just as the cold man was about to attack again… 

“Roar!” 

An angry roar suddenly exploded in the dark universe void. 



“Eh?” The cold man’s face suddenly changed. He could not help but look at the Void to the side, where a 

huge face had appeared out of nowhere. 

The face was hundreds of millions of feet tall and infinitely large, almost covering the entire universe 

void. 

A suffocating pressure was also transmitted from the face. 

“Another supreme-being?” Jian Wushuang’s pupils suddenly shrank. 

“Aren’t you being a little too arrogant in my Nine Luminaries Galaxy?” A cold voice came from the giant 

face. 

Hearing this, Jian Wushuang was delighted. 

He immediately understood that the face must be a supreme-being expert hiding in the Nine Luminaries 

Galaxy. 

The Nine Luminaries Galaxy was an extremely ancient Star Field. It had produced many experts, 

including supreme-level experts. However, most of them had left the Nine Luminaries Galaxy, they had 

gone deep into the universe. 

As for whether or not there was an Ruler in the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field, that had been a secret 

for over ten chaos cycles. No Ruler had ever appeared in the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field. 

However, it now seemed as though there really was an Ruler within the Nine Luminaries Great Star 

Field. This Ruler had been in hiding and hadn’t shown his face. 

However, now that a Ruler was leading a large group of experts to slaughter in the nine luminaries grand 

celestial domain, it was clear that this hidden Ruler had been alerted. 

“I didn’t expect to encounter a Ruler in such a grand celestial domain. From the looks of it, you shouldn’t 

be considered weak amongst Rulers.” The sinister-looking man smiled as he looked at the enormous 

human face in front of him, however, he changed the topic and said, “Unfortunately, we have decided 

that the Nine Luminaries Galaxy must be eliminated. Since you want to stop us, Let’s kill you together.” 

“You’re talking big!” The huge face shouted. In the next moment, the face continued to enlarge, and its 

terrifying power crushed toward the cold man. 

The cold man’s expression became serious. 

After all, his opponent was also a supreme-being, and his strength was not weak. Naturally, the cold 

man did not dare to be careless, and he could not be distracted to deal with Jian Wushuang. 

“I’ll leave the Blood Sword to you guys,” the cold man said in a low voice. A long shuttle appeared in his 

hand, and he rushed toward the giant face. 

The next moment, a terrifying explosion sounded in the universe. 

The cold man had clearly engaged the owner of the giant face in a fierce battle. 

As for Jian Wushuang, he immediately seized the rare opportunity and fled into the distant void. 



Behind him, there were also pursuers. They were the Ultimate Rulers under the cold man. 

These Ultimate Rulers had been in charge of intercepting Jian Wushuang in the void around the Dusty 

Rain Star World. Although the barefoot elder who had intercepted Jian Wushuang was killed by Jian 

Wushuang, the others were still alive and well, now, they had also followed him. 

While the cold man was fighting with the giant face, these Ultimate Rulers had been chasing after Jian 

Wushuang with all their strength. 

Now, Jian Wushuang had less than 20% of his divine power left. His strength had been greatly reduced, 

and he only had one drop of poison worth 5,000 origin stones. Naturally, he could not compete with 

these Ultimate Rulers. 

However, the good news was that it was better to be chased by these Ultimate Rulers than to be chased 

by the cold man. 

 


